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From the Editor

As the new editor of Focus on Literatur, I am happy to say that both our subscriptions and our pool of reviewers have grown over the past months. As my predecessor Britta Kallin stated in the last edition of Focus on Literatur, many of our past contributors have expressed the advantage of publishing in our journal when applying for jobs. We are very pleased to be able to provide a forum for graduate students to begin publishing and to create a dialogue in the academic community for original scholarship.

The Second Annual Graduate Student Conference, organized by the staff of Focus on Literatur and the graduate students of the Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures at the University of Cincinnati, was held on the 10th and 11th of October 1997. We were very happy with the outcome of the conference. We were honored to have our own Dr. Katharina Gerstenberger deliver the keynote talk entitled "Honest Books: Cultures of Autobiography." Nine participants delivered papers, dealing with topics from the early modern period to contemporary German literature. Universities from the Midwest, the South, and the Eastern part of the United States were represented. Bettina Mathes came from the Humboldt Universität in Berlin to deliver her paper, giving the conference a truly international flavor. The last three articles in this issue are papers printed as proceedings of the conference. We will also be considering other papers from the conference for the next issue.

In the first article, Wilfried Wilms discusses race discourses in Karl May's Halbbult. In his analysis Wilms tries to show how an exotic adventure story like Halbbult, as a product of its time, reflects racist discourses of the late 19th century, or at least shows traces of them. In the second article, Bettina Mathes analyzes the representation of torture in the Historia von D. Johann Fausten. Mathes puts forth that the disputations between Faust and Mephostophiles represent torture, in so far as they assume the "structure and logic of torture." Her essay consists of four parts dealing with the problem of identity in the work, structure and function of torture with regard to the construction of identity, its representation in the text, and the construction of masculinity. In the next article, David Prickett investigates the role of the Paternoster in Grass's Ein weites Feld. The Paternoster, Prickett shows, is used by Grass as a symbol of ewige Wiederkehr, i.e., a symbol of German history from the Nazi era through unification. In the last article, Gamin Bartle examines the image of women, particularly in Thomas Mann's Vision. She shows how Mann can be reread in order to reevaluate the image of women in German literature, challenging the traditional interpretations of a canonical text.

In our book review section we are pleased to present to the reader a selection of books that are current topics of discussion among Germanists. We include here a narrative by Reinhold Batberger and the novels of Christine Brückner, Laura Doermers, Manfred Flügge, Gerlind Reinhagen, Patrick Roth, and Thomas Brussig, with whom we hope to be publishing an interview in the next issue. Once again we are delighted to be able to bring to our reading public an interesting mixture of men and women authors.

In conclusion, I wish to express my hope that you enjoy this issue of Focus on Literatur and to stress the importance of such scholarly forums like our journal and conference, which give graduate students the opportunity to demonstrate their original scholarship and exchange ideas with their peers. We will be holding our Third Annual Graduate Student Conference on October 9-10, 1998 and encourage all those interested to send their abstracts to us. See the advertisement in the Announcement section at the end of the journal for further information.

Michael Rice